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Oasis: Local data management
FAIRmat develops and uses NOMAD software to build a 
federated infrastructure of local repositories

➔ Organise research data though its whole life-cycle
➔ Adaptable to your workflows and data-types
➔ A first step to connect with in the FAIRmat network
➔ Oasis is being developed and you can shape its 

future

NOMAD: Publishing research data
More than 12 million of simulations (22 billion quantities) from 
over 500 authors world-wide

➔ Free publication and sharing data of data
➔ Extracts rich metadata for more than 50 codes
➔ All data in a raw and a common machine readable from 
➔ Use integrated tools to explore, visualize, and analyze
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Architecture



Core functionality: Processing data files to extract (meta-)data



Extended functionality



Well-defined schemas make data FAIR
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Oasis data transfer: From Installation (e.g. Oasis) to Installation 
(e.g. Central Portal)
- NOMAD manages data in uploads. Each upload contains a directory structure of raw files and a 

collection of processed data identified and parsed from these files.
- These uploads determine the granularity of data transfer and user’s control of visibility.
- Push uploads vs. pull uploads?



Conclusions

- bottom up towards FAIR data
- a flexible, extendable, schema-focused framework for 

research data management in materials science
- data sharing and exploration in a federated network of data 

repositories
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